Radiofrequency and laser ablation of spinal lesions.
Radiofrequency current and laser energy can be delivered locally through electrode-needle or optical fiber inserted in the tissue and allows local ablation of tissues, up to a volume of 4 to 5 cm in diameter with one application or vaporizes tissue. Tumor ablation guided with medical imaging proved a high local efficacy over 90% for tumors less than 25 mm in the liver, lung, and kidney. The spinal applications of the thermal energy of RF and laser are reported in this paper. First, the tumor ablation is reviewed with malignant and benign tumors. In malignant tumors, radiofrequency is very efficient in local tumor control and in pain management. The second part of this paper is devoted to disk diseases where laser and RF techniques increase their applications. The technique, indications and results of these techniques are reported and illustrated.